
Migrate & Modernize on Azure: 
Applications, Databases, & Infrastructure

Click2Cloud’s Azure Migration and Modernization Approach

Click2Cloud offers modular services to migrate and modernize applications, databases, and infrastructure on Azure using a 

proven, scalable methodology that closely aligns with the Microsoft Cloud Adoption Framework for Azure.

Discover and Assess                
Collects data from any legacy source to 

determine current usage, perform code 

analysis, and identify remediation 

requirements.

Business Value Assessment               
Provides a BVA report including current 

inventory analysis, TCO/ROI financial 

impact, security recommendations, 

sustainability metrics, and migration plans 

to make informed decisions.

Plan and Decide                            
Plans future functions, features, 

architecture, and integration of 

applications, providing a roadmap 

based on readiness, cost, and labor.

Landing Zone                   
Provides architectural blueprints based 

on client networks, security, compliance, 

and architecture needs, and creates 

secure platform across cloud.

PoC                                           
Runs PoCs to determine how the actual 

solution operates, conducts integration 

and performance tests, and finalizes the 

event execution plan.

Implementation                 
Creates a comprehensive event 

plan, runs migration/modernization 

as per plan, and provides secure and 

continuous monitoring support..
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Challenges

✓ Technical debt and legacy system complexity hinder migration and modernization.

✓ Limited expertise in developing migration strategies and aligning technologies with digital transformation goals.

✓ Need for adaptable, reusable migration approaches, reference architectures, solution blueprints, and integrated tools.

✓ Inflexibility in adjusting IT resources and coordinating multiple technologies securely in hybrid environments.

Key Benefits  - Click2Cloud’s services for application, database, and infrastructure migration and 

modernization help manage costs and drive growth and innovation.

▪ Accelerate time-to-value with cutting-edge reference architectures & automation tools.

▪ Enjoy pay-as-you-go pricing with a distinctive fixed-cost model.

▪ Benefit from flexible, modular services customized to your requirements.

▪ Implement standardized processes for consistent, reliable outcomes.

▪ Access targeted accelerators and platforms tailored for different industries.

As an AMM Partner, Click2Cloud and Microsoft provide services and solutions to meet customers at every stage of their 

cloud journey: on-premises, across multiple clouds, or at the edge. With our joint expertise, we work with customers to 

manage complexity and modernize their operations for swift business transformation. By combining deep design, delivery, 

management, and cloud technology expertise, and supported by a broad ecosystem, we empower our customers to 

achieve lasting business impact.

Accelerate your digital transformation journey with Click2Cloud’s comprehensive migration and modernization solutions – 

from assessments to implementation and managed services for bespoke applications, enterprise applications, servers, 

databases, and more.

https://www.click2cloud.com/
https://www.click2cloud.com/
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